
VINTAGE

The Vintage:

The Accolades:

The Winemaker:

1976

Warm, dry.

1 Trophy,  5 Gold,  7 Silver,  4 Bronze

Rod Bourchier, David Zimmermann

Rich brick red - slightly tawny.  Sweet lifted herbaceous plummy fruit backed up with ‘new’ oak lift.  The palate is strong
and evenly structured and still youthful with good balance and fine long tannins.

SIDNEY HILL SMITH
Sid Hill Smith was the husband of Christobel and father of Mark
and John.  Under Sid’s expert guidance, Yalumba survived the Great
Depression of the 1930’s.  Embroiled in the politics and policies of
the Wine Industry, Sid was tragically killed in the “Kyeema” air
crash in 1938, on his way to Canberra, with Tom Hardy and Hugo
Gramp.

The Label :

6 September 1989“The Lab” :

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting 1994:

Sid Hill Smith Blend Signature Series Claret.  “The Yalumba Signature
Series began with the release of the 1962 Samuels Blend.  There has been
a distinct style change through the years from the big extractive wine of the
1960’s to the softer more sophisticated style of the 1970’s.  The 1974
Christobel’s and 1975 Walter’s Blends’ demonstrated these sophisticated
styles.  The wine is deep purple/red in colour with excellent oak/fruit
integration, it has full flavour but without excess tannin and bitterness of the
56% Cabernet Sauvignon, 44% Shiraz from the Barossa and Oxford
Landing Estate Matured in oak puncheons for 2 years prior to bottling.

Brick red, chocolate,  Sweet creamy nose with some initial sweaty characters that dissipated with breathing.  Still obvious
oak lift.  Very firm palate that still needs time to soften.  Good fruit weight but will look better in 3 - 5 years.

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting November 2003:

Ripe berry fruits showing a cooked character on the nose; mushroom and old leather accents add further interest.  Good
vibrancy and freshness in the mouth with sweet mid-palate fruit backed by nutty vanillin accents and savoury secondary
flavours.  Good length with soft, chalky tannins.  4½ stars


